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MongoDB Atlas vs Managed Community Edition(s)

How Licensing Changed the MongoDB Landscape
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I heard SSPL was evil! You are saying it’s true?

No.
• If it wasn’t MongoDB and the SSPL it would have been another company with a different license. To 

understand my sentiment, I believe it is important to understand the mission statement of the company 
whose technology is being used.

To free the genius within everyone by making data stunningly easy to work with.
• There is nothing there that says their software will be free, open, or even conducive to anything other than 

making data easy to work with. Does MongoDB still accomplish its mission? Absolutely, and it does so while 
“guarding” its codebase which it distributes as source available with its community edition from being used in 
a commercial capacity as a service. 

MongoDB being Source Available instead of Open Source 
doesn’t make it less good or more evil. It does force change.
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DBaaS

An immediate change that was necessary from the SSPL license change wasn’t what companies could offer, but how 
they could offer it. MongoDB immediately became incompatible with the widely accepted notion of DBaaS. So what is 
that definition?

IBM states it clearly: DBaaS is a cloud computing service that lets users' access and use a cloud database system 
without purchasing and setting up their own hardware, installing their own database software, or managing the 
database themselves. The cloud provider takes care of everything from periodic upgrades to backups to ensuring that 
the database system remains available and secure 24/7.

Under the SSPL, which has not yet been challenged, it is the understanding that if MongoDB is offered as a service the 
cloud provider would have to open source every piece of software that enabled that, which would in turn mean nearly 
every API driving a major public cloud would be open source. That’s obviously not going to happen so there are 2 
choices:

Enter into a commercial licensing agreement with MongoDB.

Do not offer MongoDB as a Service.

All the companies I mention today (including IBM) had to make this change and/or choice, except MongoDB Inc.
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Managed Services

The practice of outsourcing the responsibility for maintaining, and anticipating need for, a range of processes and 
functions in order to improve operations and cut expenses. 

So DBaaS is a managed service, however there are managed services that are not DBaaS. This is the path those who 
decided not to offer a MongoDB as a Service chose. There are distinctions that make for a Managed Service that is not 
a DBaaS.

• The Managed Service Provider does not own the hardware, OS, any of the installed software binaries or other related 
software or infrastructure.

• There is always a shared responsibility model, and the owner of the infrastructure maintains full unrestricted access.

• The tooling used to manage the database can be removed in its entirety and the database will still function in the exact 
same way regardless of continuity of the managed service provider maintaining access.

• Hands-on activities which are performed to the running database by the provider on behalf of the customer.

• Expertise is the service, not MongoDB.
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What do I mean by Community Edition(s)

Percona Server for MongoDB + Community Edition, AGPL (all releases prior to October 16, 2018)

MongoDB Community Edition, SSPL Licensed

Percona Server for MongoDB, SSPL Licensed
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Are you choosing a Technology Platform or an Ecosystem?

Technology Platform

1. Leveraging specific features or functionality to enable 
the business

2. Run without explicit licensing costs

3. Modifications to allow for fit-for-purpose use

4. Management functionality is not the responsibility of the 
database, but it’s users

5. Value is realized on what is built on top of the platform

Ecosystem

1. Ease of use as a form of enablement for the business

2. Everything you need “out of the box”

3. Walled Garden type of experience with highly tested 
workflows

4. Value of the ecosystem launches value realized by end 
users

5. Trust in a single vendor
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Atlas, a Unique Value Proposition (Why not both?)

MongoDB Inc. has intentionally set itself up to be in a unique position to be able to deliver value on both sides of the 
equation with SSPL. There is both value in simply leveraging everything that comes with Atlas AND building on top of 
the obviously powerful technology platform that is MongoDB itself. No one else can offer what they can as a service, 
by design.

Unique Atlas functionality:
• Atlas Search

• MongoDB Realm integration

• Atlas DataLake

• Robust RESTful API

• Atlas Fully Managed BI Connector
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Tradeoffs and Caveats

Trade offs

1. Your data now resides on MongoDB owned 
infrastructure, secured*.

2. Custom replicaset and shard options are not available.

3. Commercially licensed, however fully API compatible 
with Community Edition (SSPL)

4. No control over the binary except version. No capability 
to hotfix/bugfix outside of MongoDB development 
cycles.

5. No features outside of those included by MongoDB

Caveats

1. Seamless Migration is only possible INTO Atlas

2. Growth in increments of at least 3 servers only when 
sharding or adding new replicasets

3. Base fee only gets you DBaaS, need Platinum 
subscription for a full Managed Services experience.

4. Margin+Cost scale with instance size linearly

5. Single cloud clusters only, however you can deploy to 
multiple clouds or multiple regions within a cloud per 
cluster.

6. Still affected by cloud provider stock out and capacity 
limitations
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What else is there?

SSPL forced companies focusing on the MongoDB space to change, but what does the landscape look like now that the 
shockwaves have mostly stopped? There are 3 main categories of provider now:

Public Cloud “Compatible” DBaaS 
• Public clouds put their money where their mouth was and created compatibility layers for their version of a cloud database 

that speaks Mongo Query Language with some heavy limitations on API compatibility or forged a partnership with MongoDB 
Inc to offer DBaaS.

Polyglot Expertise Providers
• Providers who are now deliberate in delivering Managed Services for multiple database technologies and not DBaaS in the 

flavor of MongoDB

Platform Providers
• Have no interest in MongoDB itself, but automating many database technologies regardless of license.

Each of these categories also has companies who have commercially licensed versions of the software that enable 
them to run MongoDB as a service as opposed to being full technology plays.
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Cloud Providers
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DocumentDB from AWS  CosmosDB from Azure

Detractors
Based on MongoDB 3.6 final AGPL release

Not even close to API compatible with 4.2/4.4
No transaction support

Attractors
On AWS, can pay it in the same project as the rest of 

your infrastructure
Great API compatibility for simple CRUD apps

Throughput profiles much better than MongoDB
“Auroraish” for Mongo

Detractors
Only Compatible with 3.2 and 3.6 wire protocols

Does not behave anything like MongoDB

Attractors
Extremely flexible NoSQL solution with many 

different compatible wire protocols as well as its 
own rich query language.

Dedicated Throughput
Guaranteed 99th percentile latency

Globally distributed 99.999% uptime SLA
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Huawei Cloud DDS

An “Enhanced” version of MongoDB, but with many limitations not in upstream MongoDB. 

Reference documentation indicates 3.4 compatibility

Fizzled out after SSPL license change and US Gov restrictions on Huawei cloud
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IBM Cloud Databases for MongoDB (and Compose)*

MongoDB Community Edition + Integration with IBM Cloud

Not much else going on from a value perspective.
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Alibaba ApsaraDB for MongoDB*

Proprietary license from MongoDB which allows for changes to MongoDB itself.

Fully API compatible with relevant versions of MongoDB

Support for additional storage engines including rocksdb and terarkdb which can substantially increase write 
throughput in some scenarios.

Tight integration with Alibaba cloud
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Expert Polyglot Service Providers
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ObjectRocket for MongoDB*

Caveat: Object Rocket could be considered a cloud provider because of Rackspace, but they operate on any cloud or 
any infrastructure.

Blended proprietary and source available licensing strategy allowing for fully API Compatibility regardless of version.

Closest to MongoDB Atlas Platinum offering when directly compared, inclusive of hands-on support and expertise 
on-demand.

Includes rich RESTful API for management functionality

Uses expertise to have the technology work for the customer, not the customer work for the technology.
Management for additional technologies is available, and also encouraged for fit for purpose use-cases.
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Pythian Managed Services for MongoDB

Pythian has a unique mix of expertise and variety of technologies that they support making it a strong contender for 
mixed technology environments, especially when blending proprietary and open source solutions.

Can use any Source Available or Open Source versions of MongoDB available, as well as tooling which is available in the 
marketplace to ensure the database is functioning properly.

Similar levels of hands-on or hands-off support as Atlas pro, gold, platinum offerings. 

Completely infrastructure agnostic.
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Percona Managed Database Service for MongoDB

Focused purely on Open Source (or Source Available) databases, all software used or installed by Percona is Open 
Source or Source Available.

Can use any Source Available or Open Source versions of MongoDB. 

Can provide bugfix and hotfix independent of upstream for both Percona Server for MongoDB and MongoDB 
Community Edition.

Open Source management platform based on PMM available for use with a customer driven roadmap.

Completely infrastructure agnostic.
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Platform Providers
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Scalegrid for MongoDB*

Cloud, on-premise, or hosted experience.

Uses MongoDB Community Edition

Similar to the base Atlas experience with community edition features only

Offers other databases in addition to MongoDB
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SeveralNines for MongoDB

Ability to use any binary for deployment

Free version available forever (not a trial)

Paid version comparable to Atlas base version

Supports MySQL and PostgreSQL as well
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Everyone would be mad if we didn’t talk about Kubernetes
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K8’s and MongoDB

Data on Kubernetes is immature, however it can definitely be appropriate for some workloads.

K8’s is not a replacement for DBaaS, but tries to allow for the user experience to be the same no matter where the 
deployment is hosted.

There are no services that come alongside K8’s and MongoDB, it’s just the raw database with backups, self-healing and 
autonomous deployment.

Operators available from MongoDB Inc. or Percona



SSPL Graveyard
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How does my choice affect the community at large?

Percona is committed to providing a source available version of MongoDB that is fully compatible with the upstream 
and while I don’t want to speak for other companies, we know the sentiment is shared by many. Percona makes code 
commits and develop features that are either eventually rewritten in upstream or are simply unavailable. Choosing 
Atlas over source available options in the market will keep innovation for the source available version low and 
innovation for the licensed or hosted version high.

In the end, the choice of which vendor to use only establishes a need for where the innovation will happen, and we 
would love that to be in the community edition(s)
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What about the small guys (and budgets)?

Atlas (and any DBaaS for that matter) are an incredible value for small companies with small hardware or data 
footprints. When a small company scales quickly that is where Atlas begins to lose its incredible value and becomes a 
liability if unchecked. We would absolutely recommend the generous free tier that MongoDB offers and their smaller 
machine types, however I would also caution users to have a plan to migrate away from Atlas when their dataset 
becomes larger.
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Another point of view - aka Kimberly’s thoughts

Atlas Everywhere
-Atlas
-Data Lake
-Realm
-Search

Open Source
-Options
-Flexibility
-Expertise
-Tooling - PMM and PBM

vs

vs
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Options… so many options... 
All your eggs in one basket - Atlas Everywhere, Realm, Data Lake
Potential Vendor Lock-in? Oracle-lite?                         $$$   

                                                       or

Roll your own way - Open Source Perona Server for MongoDB PSMDB

Using the Open Source PMM tool and the Percona Backup for MongoDB

Example: Combining and loading MongoDB data into Data Warehouses or other data stores (Google 
BigQuery, AWS Redshift, Percona Postgres, snowflake, and many more) using Fivetrans 150+ connectors

vs
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Flexibility - what’s in your cluster? 

With Atlas, you select the size and they give you the servers out of whatever their allocated servers are.

Example 1: M40 with 16G RAM, 4 virtual CPU’s <what kind of CPU’s, what speed, etc.>, 80G Storage <what 
kind of storage?) 
Example 2: Upgrade to local Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) based SSDs and Bare Metal instances

 - But they are still the ones allocating behind the scenes automatically which servers go into your cluster                     

Counter point: If you’re rolling your own, you can request the latest and greatest servers. For example -New AWS EC2 
M6g’s “deliver up to 40% better price/performance over current generation M5 instances”

What about Multi-Cloud?  Currently not an option.         Versions? Only the latest 2... 

vs

*obvious exaggeration but you get the point ;-)
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Expertise and Community Spirit- the difference makers
Autoscaling is NOT always the Solution. 
A helpful feature but it can lead to spiraling costs and not finding the underlying problems    #shardkeys                          

Once your reach a certain size or your application becomes more & more complex - 
You need Expert advice and help from people who know how to Mongo! 

Find and solve the problem - don’t cover it up with more resources! #Percona Database Experts

vs

Industry experts or Machines fixing machines blindly? Who’s cuter?  ;-p  The deep spiraling hole of autoscaling… #toomanyservers 

&
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So is Atlas bad?

Atlas is an extremely well thought out and supported solution just like so many other proprietary solutions, but that is 
exactly what it is. The base version of Atlas provides an exciting value for cost on the lower end and a balanced and 
well thought out value for those deeply integrating with MongoDB Inc. and their ecosystem of products and services 
on the high end. 

From the Open Source perspective there is not much to say about Atlas except for “well, bye”. There are many other 
NoSQL and NewSQL options out there for net new applications or even some code required migrations that adhere to 
an Open Source philosophy. If that is your goal, I would strongly suggest looking to those projects instead of hoping 
that one day Mongo will become Open Source again.
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Calling the MongoDB Community to Action!

https://www.mongodb.com/legal/contributor-agreement

https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/wiki

Email: community-team@percona.com

https://github.com/percona/percona-server-mongodb

https://jira.percona.com/projects/PSMDB/

https://www.mongodb.com/legal/contributor-agreement
https://github.com/mongodb/mongo/wiki
https://github.com/percona/percona-server-mongodb
https://jira.percona.com/projects/PSMDB/
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